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Modes of open layered anisotropic waveguides:

a numerical method with exponential convergence
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Abstract. A spectral-element type approach to determine the propagation characteristics of the bound

modes of an open planar layered anisotropic waveguide is proposed. The main feature is the expansion of

the electromagnetic ®eld in each internal layer on di�erent sets of Legendre polynomials. In the two

embedding halfspaces, sets of weighted Laguerre polynomials are used. In this way, the method converges

with exponential rate with increasing number of basis functions. No transcendental equation has to be

solved and even modes that may exhibit coinciding or very close propagation constants are computed with

great accuracy. A detailed analysis of the convergence properties of the algorithm is carried out and a way

to estimate and control the error on the propagation constants is discussed.

Key words: anisotropic media, numerical methods, waveguides

1. Introduction and motivation

Many optoelectronic devices and components such as directional couplers,
modulators, semiconductor lasers and optical interconnections employ
biaxial media, both natural and arti®cially generated by electro-optic ef-
fect. Since the device can often be modeled as a planar layered waveguide,
the design and optimization of these structures require accurate and e�-
cient methods to compute the propagation characteristics of the guided
modes.

Planar strati®ed media are generally analyzed by characterizing each layer
by a transmission matrix (Chen et al. 1997; Ciumac and Mihalache 1995;
Smith et al. 1992; O�ersgaard 1995), a generalized scattering matrix or
coupled transmission lines. Then, after cascading the elementary blocks, the
transverse resonance condition is imposed and a transcendental equation is
to be solved. Another route consists in superposing partial plane waves and
enforcing the continuity of the tangential ®elds; a homogeneous linear system
is obtained and the dispersion relation follows equating to zero the deter-
minant of the coe�cient matrix (Maldonado and Gaylord 1996). An inter-
esting technique that assures the capture of all bound modes for lossless
waveguides is presented in (Li 1994), but it is restricted to isotropic layers. In
either case, analytic function theory may be applied to locate the roots in the
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Gauss' plane. However, an automated search still remains a rather di�cult
task, in particular, when lossy media are present.

To overcome the above mentioned disadvantages, we propose a numerical
method to determine mode functions and propagation constants of an open
layered structure without solving any transcendental equation. The method is
based on the representation of the ®elds in terms of basis functions and the
consequent reduction of the di�erential eigenvalue problem to an algebraic
one. A fundamental aspect is the choice of proper sets of expansion func-
tions, which must assure the exponential decay of E and H at in®nity and
allow to model the discontinuities of ®eld derivatives at an interface between
two di�erent media. These requirements can be achieved provided that
separate sets of entire-domain basis functions in each medium are intro-
duced. In particular, using weighted orthonormal Laguerre polynomials in
the cover and in the substrate and Legendre polynomials in the internal
layers, an exponential convergence of the solutions ensues. A similar ap-
proach was applied in (Morf 1995) to the analysis of periodically layered
isotropic structures.

The convergence characteristics of the algorithm are investigated and by
means of extensive numerical experiments, a criterion is developed to cor-
relate the relative error on the propagation constants of the bounded modes
to the number of functions used in each medium.

2. The di�erential eigenvalue problem

An open multilayered anisotropic planar waveguide is depicted in Fig. 1. In
this study, the substrate and the cover, which are referred to as media 0 and
N � 1, respectively, are assumed isotropic, but the method can be simply
extended to the most general case. The internal layers, numbered from 1 to
N , are characterized by their relative dielectric permittivity and magnetic
permeability tensors ei

jk and li
jk and have thickness hi. All media are con-

sidered lossless.

Fig. 1. Sketch of a multilayered planar waveguide and its reference coordinate system.
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Assuming oy ! 0 and suppressing the space±time dependence
exp�jxt ÿ jbz�, the independent ®eld components E2 and H2 can be shown to
satisfy the wave equations:

�o2x=k20 � eili ÿ n2
e�/i�x� � 0; i � 0;N � 1; �1�

�Li
0 ÿ jneL

i
1 ÿ n2

eL
i
2�/i�x� � 0; i � 1; . . . ;N ; �2�

where /i � �jEi
2 Z0Hi

2�T, Z0 � �l0=e0�1=2 is the vacuum wave impedance, k0 �
x�e0l0�1=2 is the vacuum wavenumber and ne � b=k0 the mode e�ective re-
fractive index. Furthermore, the Li

r, r � 0; 1; 2, are dimensionless 2� 2
matrix di�erential operators with elements:

Li
0;11 � ~li

33�~ei
22 ÿ ~ei

23~e
i
32=~e

i
33� � o2x=k20 ; �3�

Li
0;12 � ~li

33

~ei
23

~ei
33

ÿ ~li
32

~li
33

� �
ox

k0
; Li

1;11 �
li
13 � li

31

li
11

ox

k0
; �4�

Li
1;12 � ~li

33

~ei
23e

i
31

~ei
33e

i
11

ÿ ei
21

ei
11

ÿ li
13~l

i
32

li
11~l

i
33

� li
12

li
11

� �
; �5�

Li
2;11 � li

33=l
i
11; Li

2;12 � 0: �6�

For convenience, we introduced the quantities ~ei
gm � ei

gm ÿ ei
g1e

i
1m=e

i
11, g; m �

2; 3, and ~li
gm, de®ned in the same way. The elements not explicitly reported

are obtained from (3)±(6) by exchanging the indexes 1 and 2 in the left sides
and applying the duality principle li

jk $ ei
jk in the right sides.

The dependent ®eld components are collected into the vectors, wi �
�jEi

3 Z0Hi
3�T and si � �jEi

1 Z0Hi
1�T, related to /i by 2� 2 matrix di�erential

operators:

wi�x� � Ri/i�x�; si�x� �Si/i�x�; �7�

whose dimensionless elements are:

Ri
11 � Ri

22 � 0; Ri
12 � ox=�k0ei�; Ri

21 � ox=�k0li�; �8�

Si
11 �Si

22 � 0; Si
12 � ne=e

i; Si
21 � ne=l

i; �9�

for i � 0; N � 1, and

Ri
11 � ÿ~ei

32=~e
i
33; Ri

12 � �ox=k0 ÿ jnee
i
31=e

i
11�=~ei

33; �10�
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Si
11 � �ei

13~e
i
32=~e

i
33 ÿ ei

12�=ei
11; �11�

Si
12 � �jnee

i
33 ÿ ei

13ox=k0�=�ei
11~e

i
33�; �12�

for i � 1; . . . ;N . The other elements are determined in the same way as in-
dicated above for Li

r.
Finally, Equations (1) and (2) are supplemented with continuity conditions

for the tangential ®eld components at the interfaces xi, i � 1; . . . ;N � 1 and
radiation conditions at in®nity. In this way, the speci®cation of the di�er-
ential eigenvalue problem is complete.

3. The algebraic eigenvalue problem

The di�erential problem just de®ned is solved by the method of weighted
residuals, i.e. by expanding the unknowns on a set basis functions and forcing
to zero the projections of the residuals on the same function set. When the
basis functions do not satisfy individually the boundary and the continuity
conditions, which must then be enforced explicitly, this technique is known as
Lanczos method (Orszag and Gottlieb 1977). In particular, Legendre poly-
nomials are used in the internal layers and weighted Laguerre polynomials in
the cover and in the substrate. To this end, each subdomain of the x-axis is
mapped onto the proper orthogonality interval by means of N � 2 di�erent
changes of variables:

n0 � k0a0�x1 ÿ x�; nN�1 � k0aN�1�xÿ xN�1�; �13�

ni � k0ai�xÿ xi�; i � 1; . . . ;N ; �14�

where xi � �xi�1 � xi�=2 and

ai � 2�n2
sup ÿ eili�1=2; i � 0;N � 1,

2=�hik0�; i � 1; . . . ;N .

�
�15�

The scale factors ai in the cover and in the substrate are arbitrary;
however, as it will be explained in Section 4, the choice reported in
Equation (15) allows the fastest convergence rate, if the refractive index
nsup is the least upper bound of the e�ective refractive indexes of the
guided modes.

Now we can introduce the sets of expansion functions fFm�ni�gMi
m�0, each

containing Mi � 1 elements, where
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Fm�ni� � eÿni=2Lm�ni�; i � 0;N � 1,
Pm�ni�; i � 1; . . . ;N ,

�
�16�

and represent the unknowns /i
l, wi

l, si
l, l � 1; 2; as

/i
l�ni� �

XMi

m�0
pi

m;lFm�ni�; �17�

wi
l�ni� �

XMi

m�0
qi

m;lFm�ni�; si
l�ni� �

XMi

m�0
ti
m;lFm�ni�: �18�

Also the derivatives oni/
i
l and o2ni

/i
l can be expressed as linear combinations

of the same basis functions, namely:

oni/
i
l �

XMi

m�0
gi

m;le
ÿni=2Lm�ni�; i � 0;N � 1;

XMiÿ1

m�0
ai

m;lPm�ni�; i � 1; . . . ;N ;

8>>>><>>>>: �19�

o2ni
/i

l�

XMi

m�0
hi

m;le
ÿni=2Lm�ni�; i � 0;N � 1;

XMiÿ2

m�0
bi

m;lPm�ni�; i � 1; . . . ;N :

8>>>><>>>>: �20�

After de®ning the vectors pi
l � �pi

0;l � � � pi
Mi;l�

T, the relevant expansion coe�-
cients of the ®rst and second derivatives of /i

l�ni�, respectively, can be written
as ai

l � Aipi
l and bi

l � Bipi
l, for i � 1; . . . ;N and as gi

l � Gipi
l and hi

l � Hipi
l, for

i � 0;N � 1. These linear relationships are reported explicitly in Appendix.
Inserting (17), (19) and (20) into (1) and (2) and then taking inner products

on the sets feÿni=2Lm�ni�gMiÿ1
m�0 and fPm�ni�gMiÿ2

m�0 the di�erential problem turns
into a linear homogeneous algebraic system consisting of 2�PN�1

i�0 Mi ÿ N�
equations in 2

PN�1
i�0 �Mi � 1� unknown pi

m;l. The missing 4N � 4 equations,
needed to complete the system, are obtained by enforcing the continuity
conditions at the interfaces. This requires evaluating Laguerre and Legendre
polynomials and their derivatives at the ends of the orthogonality intervals;
the relevant formulas are given in Appendix.

The discretized problem can be written in the compact form:

�Q0 ÿ jneQ1 ÿ n2eQ2� �U � 0; �21�
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where

U � p01 � � � pN�1
1 p02 � � � pN�1

2

� �T
: �22�

After suitably grouping all the relevant equations, the matrices Qr have the
structure depicted in Fig. 2a: the ®rst two block rows arise from Equations
(1) and (2), while the remaining ones represent the continuity condition's
contribution. These blocks can be automatically built combining only few
elementary matrices, as described below.

The submatrices deriving from ®eld equations are block diagonal (Fig. 2a),
with globally

PN�1
i�0 Mi ÿ N rows and

PN�1
i�0 �Mi � 1� columns. Now observe

that the ith block is a suitable superposition of three basic matrix types that
are to be chosen according to the following correspondences:

/i
l�ni� ! Ii 0

� �
; oni/

i
l ! Ĝi; o2ni

/i
l ! Ĥi; �23�

for i � 0; N � 1, and

/i
l�ni� ! Ii 0 0

� �
; oni/

i
l ! Âi; o2ni

/i
l ! Bi; �24�

for i � 1; . . . ;N . In Equations (23) and (24), the matrices have size
Mi ÿ 1�Mi � 1, respectively; Âi, Ĝi, Ĥi are obtained from Ai, Gi, Hi ne-
glecting the last row and here and after Ii represents a unit matrix of proper
dimensions.

From the equations expressing the continuity of /i
l and wi

l, block band
submatrices (Fig. 2a) originate. They consist of N � 1 rows; only the main
diagonal and the upper co-diagonal contain non-zero blocks that are row

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of matrices (a) Qr, (b) R and S.
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vectors, with Mi � 1 and Mi�1 � 1 elements, respectively. The blocks may be
built by superposing the following types:

/i
l�0� ! �1 � � � 1�; �25�

oni/
i
l�0� ! ÿ 1 � � � 2Mi � 1� �=2; �26�

for i � 0; N � 1, and

/i
l��1� ! 1� 1 � � � ��1�Mi

h i
; �27�

oni/
i
l��1� ! 0 1 � � � ��1�Mi�1Mi�Mi � 1�=2

h i
; �28�

for i � 1; . . . ;N .
Once the eigenvector U has been computed, to fully determine the wave-

guide mode functions, the coe�cients qi
m;l, ti

m;l of the dependent ®eld com-
ponents wi

l, si
l are derived substituting Equations (17), (18) into (7) and then

performing a projection on the sets fFm�ni�gMi
m�0. After arranging the qi

m;l and
ti
m;l into two vectors W and T, as in (22), the dependence on U is written as
W � R �U, T � S �U, where R, S are block square matrices, whose structure
is sketched in Fig. 2b. Each submatrix is block diagonal and the ith block,
which is a square and has dimension Mi � 1�Mi � 1, arises from the com-
binations of the matrix types:

/i
l�ni� ! Ii; oni/

i
l ! Gi; i � 0;N � 1; �29�

/i
l�ni� ! Ii; oni/

i
l ! ~Ai; i � 1; . . . ;N ; �30�

where ~Ai follows from Ai adding an Mi � 1-th null row at the bottom.
Equation (21) is a quadratic eigenvalue problem (Moler and Stewart 1973),

but it turns into a generalized linear one in n2
e, when the tensors ei

jk and li
jk are

diagonal, as the matrix Q1 vanishes. If the anisotropy is con®ned in the
xy-plane, the waveguide is still re¯ection symmetric, so that modes should
come in pairs with �ne normalized propagation constants. In this case the
matrix Q1 is not zero, but it can be shown that Equation (21) is invariant
under 180�-rotation of the reference system around the x̂-axis, provided ne is
substituted with ÿne. This assures that the general property stated above is
satis®ed.

The matrices Q1 and Q2 are always rank de®cient, owing to the fact that
the continuity conditions do not involve n2

e in general and ne in some cases.
As a consequence, some eigenvalues may approach in®nity (Moler and
Stewart 1973): they have no physical meaning and are to be disregarded.
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Introducing the auxiliary unknown H � neU, Equation (21) gets the equiv-
alent form:

Q0 ÿjQ1

0 I

� �
U
H

� �
� ne

0 Q2

I 0

� �
U
H

� �
; �31�

where the matrix on the left-hand side has full rank. The algorithm has been
implemented in MATLAB and the routine sptarn.m has been used to
solve Equation (31) only for the eigenvalues corresponding to the guided
modes.

4. Convergence analysis

The method described above allows to determine the guided modes of an
open layered waveguide; therefore, a part of the eigenvalues represent ap-
proximations (with varying degree of accuracy) of the true propagation
constants, while the others, being smaller than the refraction indexes of
substrate and cover, are not related to bound modes. In general, when the
number of polynomials is increased, the eigenvalues converge exponentially
to the propagation constants. For a given mode, this behaviour becomes
monotone, as soon as the number of expansion functions exceeds a threshold
value, which in turn increases with the mode order.

From a practical point of view, it is important to be able to estimate the
accuracy of the computed propagation constants. According to (Boyd 1989),
for general eigenvalue problems solved by a spectral method, the following
rule-of-thumb can be given: if N basis functions are used in total, the number
of eigenvalues accurate to within a few percent is of the order of N=2.
However, things may be much worse if the interval is unbounded. A periodic
structure was studied in (Morf 1995) and only one third of the eigenvalues
were considered acceptable. Precise mathematical results have been obtained,
such as (Canuto et al. 1988), but they apply to a much simpler eigenvalue
problem and anyway describe the convergence of eigenvalues as N !1 but
give no estimate of the accuracy for ®nite N .

In an attempt to deduce the relationship between the eigenvalue error and
the number of expansion functions, recall that any mode function consists of
a single exponential in the cover and in the substrate, say exp �ÿcini=ai�, and
of a combination of four exponentials in each internal layer, namely
exp �ÿjri

sni=ai�, with s � 1; . . . ; 4. The quantities ci and ri
s, which are related

to ne, denote the transverse attenuation and propagation constants, respec-
tively, normalized to k0. A qualitative idea of the behaviour of the actual
expansion coe�cients can be given considering the expansion of an expo-
nential function on the bases fFm�ni�g1m�0, i.e.
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exp �ÿjri
sni=ai� �

X1
m�0

ci
mPm�ni�; �32�

for i � 1; . . . ;N , and

exp �ÿcini=ai� �
X1
m�0

di
me
ÿni=2Lm�ni�; �33�

for i � 0; N � 1, where

ci
m � �ÿj�m�2m� 1�

�������������������
pai=�2ri

s�
q

Jm�1=2�ri
s=ai�; �34�

di
m � 2�2ci=ai ÿ 1�m=�2ci=ai � 1�m�1: �35�

A plot of jmcm for two di�erent values of ri
s=ai is reported in Fig. 3, where,

for clarity of representation, the integer variable m has been extended to real
values. The coe�cients reach a maximum depending on ri

s=ai, after which
they decrease exponentially, due to the properties of Bessel functions of ®xed
argument and varying order. In particular, the decay has already started
when the order of the Bessel function m� 1=2 equals the argument. The
mode function expansion coe�cients in the internal layers behave similarly
and in the case of an eigenfunction that has P complete oscillations over
the thickness hi, the onset of convergence corresponds approximately to
Mi ' Pp.

Fig. 3. Expansion coe�cients of a complex exponential on a Legendre basis, see Equation (34).
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The convergence of the Laguerre polynomial series is also exponential,
with no threshold. Note, however, that the series (33) can converge only if the
coe�cients dm decay to zero, therefore from Equation (35) a necessary con-
dition is:

�2ci=ai ÿ 1�=�2ci=ai � 1��� �� < 1; �36�

which is equivalent to the following:

2ci=ai > 0: �37�

Of course, this constraint can always be ful®lled by choosing a suitable scale
factor ai; in practice it is better to make 2ci=ai close to unity, since a faster
decrease of dm ensues. Furthermore, it is convenient that the lowest order
modes are characterized by the fastest decay of the expansion coe�cients di

m,
since this implies the fastest convergence of the relevant eigenvalue. To this
end the condition

2ci=ai < 1; �38�

must be satis®ed. The behaviour of the coe�cients di
m is shown in Fig. 4,

where the quantity log10 jdi
m=di

0j is plotted versus m for various 2ci=ai. Also in
this case, for the sake of clarity, m has been given real values.

According to Equation (15),

2ci=ai �
������������������������������������������������
�n2e ÿ eili�=�n2

sup ÿ eili�
q

; �39�

from which one derives that nsup must be the least upper bound of all the
possible values of ne.

When only optical anisotropy is present, nsup can be determined as follows.
Consider plane waves propagating along the z-axis in each medium, thought
as unbounded, and let ki � k0niẑ be the wave vector. As is well known ni

satis®es a biquadratic equation that has two pairs of opposite roots, say �ni;s,
s � 1; 2. Then, nsup can be chosen as the largest ni;s.

In order to determine the relationship between the eigenvalue accuracy and
the number of polynomials, the simple problem of an isotropic slab has been
studied by the present method. The logarithm of the relative error � on the
e�ective indexes ne for the guided TE modes is reported in Figs. 5 and 6
versus the number of polynomials MLeg � 1 (Legendre) and MLag � 1
(Laguerre), respectively. Since after a threshold typical of each mode the
curves in Fig. 5 approach a straight line and those of Fig. 6 are quite straight
lines, an exponential convergence ensues. The computations were carried out
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in MATLAB and the plots are limited in their lower part by double precision
arithmetic. The results of Fig. 5 have been obtained by using 21 Laguerre
polynomials. If a smaller number had been used, the curves would of course
saturate at a level larger than machine precision. A corresponding comment
applies for the data of Fig. 6.

A quantitative relationship between the eigenvalue error and the total
number of polynomials used to expand the ®elds in the various media will
now be derived. At the same time, a rule to partition the total number of
polynomials in the various layers will be given. Regarding the accuracy of the

Fig. 4. Expansion coe�cients of a real exponential on a weighted Laguerre basis, see Equation (35).

Fig. 5. Relative error on eigenvalues versus the number of Legendre polynomials in the case of an

isotropic slab with h � 1lm, e � 3;l � 1; k � 500nm.
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solutions, as the sums (17) should theoretically be in®nite, then an error
occurs when stopping the summation after Mi � 1 terms; a measure of this
truncation error seems to be the ratio of the largest coe�cient in the ex-
pansions (17) to the last one, i.e.

ri;l � log10�max jpi
m;lj=jpi

Mi;lj�: �40�

In general, the ri;l are all di�erent, but it is presumably the smallest one that
a�ects the eigenvalue accuracy. To test this hypothesis, the graph of Fig. 7
has been produced, where for di�erent modes of the slab, the corresponding
eigenvalue error has been plotted versus the minimum ri;l (solid lines). The
resulting curves are straight lines with the same slope, but somewhat di�erent
intercepts. Extensive numerical experiments have shown that this behaviour
is not only limited to the simple case of an isotropic slab, but is maintained
for arbitrary layered anisotropic waveguides; data points (() referring to
general structures also with losses have been superimposed in Fig. 7. Note
that the slope of the lines is ÿ2, in accordance with the well-known varia-
tional properties of eigenvalues.

Once eigenvalues and eigenvectors and then the quantity r have been
computed, the graph of Fig. 7 may be applied to estimate the error on the
propagation constants. On the other hand, entering a prescribed error � in the
same plot provides the value of r needed to compute all the bound modes of
the waveguide with an error that is less than or at the most equal to �. The
quantity r indirectly speci®es the number of expansion functions to be used in

Fig. 6. Relative error on eigenvalues versus the number of Laguerre polynomials; see caption of Fig. 5 for

data.
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each medium. In particular, these numbers can be deduced approximating
the pi

m;l by means of ci
m and di

m and then solving Equations (34) and (35) with
respect to the degree m. To this end, the transverse propagation and atten-
uation constants should be estimated. It is to be remarked that an arbitrary
number of basis functions could be introduced in each layer, but for an
e�cient use of the code, it would be better to choose the Mi in such a way that
all the ri;l are almost equal to each other, since the minimum one a�ects the
error on the eigenvalues.

5. Results

To show how the method is powerful, a waveguide consisting of a slab of
LiNbO3, embedded in two isotropic media, has been studied. As a result, the
dispersion curves (e�ective refractive index ne versus k0d) have been com-
puted for the ®rst hybrid modes of the structure and are reported in Fig. 8
(see the corresponding caption for physical and geometrical data). The mode
labelling highlights the ®eld component that dominates along the z direction,
i.e. HEn means that for this modal pro®le Hz is greater than Ez and so the
mode can be considered quasi-TE with respect to z. To perform the calcu-
lations, the ®elds have been expanded on 23 polynomials globally with an
error of about 10ÿ4 on the highest computed mode.

Fig. 7. Normalized error plot (solid lines) and some actual data points (() relative to anisotropic and

lossy structures.
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In order to give an indication of the CPU time requirements of the algo-
rithm, the code has been run for the same slab described above at
k0d � 10:4792 for an increasingly larger number of polynomials. Computa-
tions have been performed by a 200 MHz Pentium-Pro PC with 64 MB RAM
and the CPU time was of the order of 4 seconds up to a matrix of size
160� 160, for which also the third guided mode was computed to machine
precision. Because of the algorithm used by the eigenvalue routine
sptarn.m the computation time increases with both the matrix size and the
number of eigenvalues contained in the search range.

No comparison with the time requirements of an algorithm that uses the
transverse resonance technique has been made. However, the key point of the
method proposed here is the certainty of ®nding all modes even in the case of
structures with losses or gain.

Finally, the method seems to be very robust and in our experience we never
found spurious modes or numerical instabilities.

6. Conclusions

A valid and e�ective alternative to the classical approach used to ®nd the
guided modes of a planar multilayered anisotropic waveguide has been dis-
cussed. The proposed method consists in the transformation of the original
di�erential eigenvalue problem into an algebraic one. It has been shown that
the method has an exponential rate of convergence. Finally, a normalized
diagram has been obtained that provides an estimate of the error on the
modal e�ective index.

Fig. 8. Dispersion curves for some hybrid guided modes of a LiNbO3 slab (e11 � e22 � 5:1076, e33 � 5:35,

Euler angles �75� 90� 0�, y-convention) with thickness 2lm; the substrate has e � 4:9662 and cover e � 1.
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Appendix

The expansion coe�cient of the ®rst and the second derivatives of /i
l�ni� are

expressed as:

ai
m;l � �2m� 1�

XMi

n�m�1
m�3;...

pi
n;l; �41�

bi
m;l � m� 1

2

� � XMi

n�m�2
m�4;...

�n� m� 1��nÿ m�pi
n;l; �42�

gi
m;l � ÿpi

0;l=2ÿ
XMi

n�m�1
pi

n;l; �43�

hi
m;l � pi

0;l=4�
XMi

n�m�1
�nÿ m�pi

n;l: �44�

The values of Legendre polynomials and their derivatives at the ends of the
orthogonality interval are:

Pm��1� � ��1�m; dPm

dni

����
�1
� ��1�m�1 m�m� 1�

2
: �45�

and those of weighted Laguerre polynomials are:

Lm�0� � 1;
d

dni
eÿni=2Lm�ni�

����
0

� ÿ�m� 1=2�: �46�
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